Privacy notice

1. General

In the ordinary course of Nanovi’s business activities, we process personal data. It is of high importance to us to protect and safeguard such data against any type of misuse - in full compliance also with applicable personal data protection laws.

This privacy notice describes which type of data about individual persons is collected by Nanovi and how the data is handled, used, transferred and stored.

2. Personal data sources and processing purposes

Nanovi may collect personal data from different sources, comprising the following:

- From direct engagements, including meetings and phone calls
- From exchange of emails
- From job applications - either sent directly or through a third party/an intermediary recruitment company or online job market service
- From business relations and users of its products, primarily health care professionals at hospitals and cancer clinics
- From contact databases
- From visits to its corporate website (see Nanovi’s Cookies Policy)

The personal data collected by Nanovi is processed for different business purposes as specified below (reference to legal basis in GDPR in brackets):

- To establish contacts with new business partners and to initiate clinical collaborations (article 6 (1) (b) and (f))
- To identify and engage with new customers (in accordance with applicable regulation) (article 6 (1) (b) and (f))
- To comply with regulatory quality and safety requirements pertaining to its medical devices (article 6 (1) (c))
- To maintain and improve its product offerings (article 6 (1) (b), (c) and (f))
- To obtain relevant information about market needs for product innovation (article 6 (1) (b) and (f))
- To handle and respond to job applications (article 6 (1) (a) and (b))
- To improve the user interface and structure of its website (see further description below) (article 6 (1) (a))
3. **Handling of personal data**

Personal data is handled by relevant Nanovi employees on a ‘need to know only’ basis for the specific purposes listed above.

In some cases, personal data collected by Nanovi can be handled and stored by third party processors as part of services delivered to Nanovi in the ordinary course of business. Such third-party providers include IT hosting and service providers, recruitment and job market firms (to match job postings and job applicants) and logistics firms (in order to distribute products or other materials correctly to a receiver). Third party processing of personal data will always be in accordance with agreements signed with Nanovi for the relevant purposes and such providers are not permitted to make any other use of the data nor to distribute or share the data with any other third party.

Nanovi will not sell any type of personal data to third parties.

Save as mentioned above, personal data collected by Nanovi will not be distributed to a third party without the consent of the owner, except where Nanovi may be required to do so based on applicable law, court order or governmental regulation, or otherwise in support of any criminal or other legal investigation or proceeding.

4. **Storage period**

Nanovi will delete personal data when no longer relevant for the business purposes it is being processed for. With regards to personal data collected to comply with quality and safety requirements for our products, applicable law may require us to store it for as long as the product is commercialized.

If third party personal data is processed solely on the basis of an explicit consent, the data will be deleted if the consent is withdrawn.

5. **Cookies and website traffic**

Nanovi’s website is intended for information sharing only.

We use cookies on the website for a more efficient user experience and to ensure its optimal functionality. We also use cookies to analyze user traffic. We share information about your use of our site with our analytical partners, who may combine it with other information that you’ve provided to them or that they’ve collected from your use of their services. We cannot track any user activity before or after visits to Nanovi’s site. Neither do we sell or otherwise disclose any data about how users navigate and use our website.

6. **Your rights**

According to the applicable data protection laws in the EU, you have the right - provided that the respective legal requirements are fulfilled - to:
• obtain confirmation on whether Nanovi processes personal data about you and, if it is the case, obtain access to your personal data processed by Nanovi
• have rectified any inaccurate personal data processed about you by Nanovi
• obtain the erasure of your personal data processed by Nanovi
• have the processing of your personal data by Nanovi restricted
• obtain your personal data that you have provided to Nanovi in a structured, commonly used digital format or request that your personal data be transmitted to another recipient
• object to the processing of your personal data by Nanovi and, on grounds relating to your particular situation, to object to the processing of your personal data insofar as the processing of your personal data is based on legitimate interests.

If you wish to exercise any of these rights, please send an email to info@nanovi.com.

If Nanovi is processing your personal data on the basis of your explicit consent, you are entitled to withdraw your consent at any time. After withdrawal, Nanovi may only process your personal data to the extent that Nanovi can base the processing on another legal basis.

Further, you always have the right to file a complaint with the Danish Data Protection Agency (Datatilsynet) or similar EU data protection authority within your country/jurisdiction in case you experience that Nanovi unlawfully is collecting or processing any personal data about you.

7. Updates

This Privacy Notice is updated from time to time without prior notification and changes will take effect immediately upon posting it on Nanovi’s website.

This Privacy Notice shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of Denmark and be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts of Denmark.
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